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Letter to the US HHS Office of
Global Affairs
My Written Comment Re: Stakeholder Listening Session for the 75th
World Health Assembly

Margaret Anna Alice
May 12

“Governments do like epidemics, just the same way as they like war, really. It’s a
chance to impose their will on us and get us all scared so that we huddle together
and do what we’re told.”
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—Dr. Damien Downing, President, British Society of Ecological Medicine

I represent the World Council for Health, and I am writing to voice my solemn
concerns about the amendments to International Health Regulations (IHR) Articles 5,
6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 48, 49, 53, and 59 proposed by the US Department of Health
& Human Services on January 18, 2022.

You have the unique opportunity to stop the greatest threat to national sovereignty in
history by rejecting these amendments.

Conversely, advancing these amendments would constitute a shameful act
tantamount to treason against the people of the world.

I implore you to choose courageous action over cowardly capitulation to globalist
pressures.

If approved, the IHR amendments would grant the WHO director-general dictatorial
power to declare a public health emergency—even if the member state objects.

That means an unelected bureaucrat would have the ability to impose a “One Health”
directive that supersedes the laws of a democratically elected nation-state and the will
of its citizens.

Empowering a single individual with such absolutist authority is egregious enough,
but it represents an even deadlier danger when that person is a likely war criminal.

WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus has been credibly accused of
“systemic genocidal violence and gross human rights violations” by the Amhara
Professionals Union Research Department. Furthermore, Nobel Peace Prize nominee
David Steinman has lodged a complaint with the International Criminal Court against
him for being “a crucial decision maker in relation to security service actions that
included killing, arbitrarily detaining, and torturing Ethiopians.”

Tiebu ETHዮዽያ (ቲቡ) 
@Fantshye
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"#Imagine: The former Ethiopian foreign minister & now @WHO Dr 
@DrTedros built his fortune on management of humanitarian aid for the 
HOA. Now, Ethiopia says, he’s using that fortune to arm TPLF terrorists 
in Tigray.  
 
bit.ly/36feqZm
#BreakTheSilence #ColorsOfUnity"

Ethiopia: Ongoing controversy over WHO director Tedros, called “a 
criminal” by his government - Associated Medias
Guido Talarico
bit.ly

May 11th 2022

Catapulting an alleged war criminal to an omnipotent role would ful�ll Joost
Meerloo’s admonition in The Rape of the Mind at a global level:

“In a state where terror is used to keep the people in line, the administrative
machine may become the exclusive property and tool of the dictator.”

Additionally, the proposed IHR amendments would equip WHO “regional directors”
with the authority to declare a Public Health Emergency of Regional Concern
(PHERC).
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Meerloo warns about these petty bureaucratic tyrants as well—what Christopher
Browning calls “desk murderers”:

“This creeping totalitarianism of the desk and �le goes on nearly everywhere in the
world. As soon as civil servants can no longer talk humanely and genially but write
down everything in black and white and keep long minutes in over�owing �les, the
battle for administrative power has begun. Compulsive order, red tape, and
regulation become more important than freedom and justice.…

“The burning psychological question is whether man will eventually master his
institutions so that these will serve him and not rule him.”

The answer to that burning psychological question has been made resoundingly clear
over the past two years of COVID tyranny, during which countries around the world
seized exponentially multiplying authoritarian powers to institute a range of failed,
hazardous, and even lethal guidelines in the name of a mild condition that even Bill
Gates now admits had a “fairly low fatality rate” and is “a disease mainly of the
elderly, kind of like �u is.”

Taking this runaway absolutism to the international level would be equivalent to
imposing a planetary dictatorship.

In 1976, Paddy Chayefsky prophesied the arrival of such a world in Network:

"The World Is a Business, Mr. Beale""The World Is a Business, Mr. Beale"
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Should the proposed amendments pass, the director-general could unilaterally issue
an “Intermediate Public Health Alert (IPHA)”—the equivalent of a deafening
transnational air-raid siren that would send the world into a state of terrorizing fear
and panic, which Meerloo says “can be used to deepen man’s sense of insecurity and
further his passive surrender to the totalitarian environment.”

It is now evident that was squarely the intention of those orchestrating the fear-
fueling propaganda campaign that has been waged against the public since early 2020,
and formerly submissive people are waking up to that fact in indomitable numbers.

The amendments would usher in a universal health surveillance system capable of
enslaving the citizens of the world, and you would make that possible if you
greenlight them.

Don’t let their pretty words about protecting the public health fool you. As Thomas
Paine cautions:

“The greatest tyrannies are always perpetuated in the name of the noblest causes.”

Article 5, for example, would involve the formulation of early warning criteria that
would enable the WHO to deploy the same outrageously erroneous modeling used as
an excuse to transform the world into an open-air prison.

One of the architects of those panic-mongering models, the notorious Neil Ferguson,
expressed his amazement that they were able to “get away with” emulating the
containment policy of a totalitarian government in a democratic nation:

“It’s a communist one party state, we said. We couldn’t get away with it in Europe,
we thought.… And then Italy did it. And we realised we could …”

These despotic measures turned out to not only be ine�ectual but also
catastrophically destructive and fatal, causing in�nitely more harm than the 98.8%113 73
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survival rate disease they were purportedly introduced to curb.

Under the proposed amendments, Articles 6, 10, 11, and 13 would give a member state
forty-eight hours to accept or reject on-site assistance following a WHO risk
assessment. Nations that fail to comply could face penalties such as economic
sanctions, loss of international aid, and multinational disdain, stoking potential
con�icts and heightening the risk of starvation, rioting, violence, and wars.

Article 9 would permit the reliance on secret sources to decree a public health
emergency. Eliminating transparency and accountability guarantees corruption.
Pharmaceutical corporations, world-bossing foundations, and other dubious entities
that pro�t grotesquely both �nancially and hegemonically from such emergencies
could provide fabricated evidence.

Does “yellow cake” ring any bells?

Via Article 12, the WHO director-general could declare a suspected Public Health
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) without even consulting the WHO

George Bush WMD joke speech 2004 White House Radio and TelevisiGeorge Bush WMD joke speech 2004 White House Radio and Televisi……
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Emergency Committee and member state(s), e�ectively overriding national
sovereignty.

Article 59 gives member states six months to say no to the proposed IHR amendments
a�er the World Health Assembly adopts them—in other words, starting in November
2022, nations could lose their sovereignty. Failure to reject the amendments
constitutes de facto approval.

Søren Ventegodt considered the WHO such a menace that he titled his 2015 Journal of
Integrative Medicine & Therapy article, “Why the Corruption of the World Health
Organization (WHO) Is the Biggest Threat to the World’s Public Health of Our Time.”

Below are a few salient excerpts from this article, whose criticisms of the Swine Flu
�asco map directly to the WHO’s disastrous handling of COVID:

“[I]t seems that the pharmaceutical industry has gained control over the WHO
system, leading to an extreme bias towards the use of not only ine�ective and
unnecessary in�uenza vaccines and medicines, but also to the use of
antipsychotics, antidepressant, antianxiety and other psychopharmacological
drugs, cytotoxic anti-cancer chemotherapy, and a number of other drugs,
which according to independent meta analyses and Cochrane reviews are
found to be without signi�cant bene�cial e�ect—and o�en harmful.”

“Ten years ago WHO changed its �nancial policy and allowed private money
into its system, instead of only funding from the member states. WHO has
since been extremely successful in raising funds and is now receiving more
than half of its yearly budget from private sources. Bill Gates has for example
given more than one billion dollars to the WHO. The new system of private
funding of WHO has brought WHO much closer to the pharmaceutical
industry.”

“The Danish director of the Nordic Cochrane Center openly addressed what
he called ‘the criminal practices of the pharmaceutical industry’ and
documented in his book the problem that ‘Big Pharma’ already has taken
patient’s lives and caused harm to patients from the use of poisonous, poorly
documented, and ine�ective medicine.”113 73
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“Recent scandals, like the Swine Flu scandal in 2009, has shown that WHO
unfortunately has succumbed totally to the power of the pharmaceutical
industry.”

“In an interview the Polish health minister revealed everything about the
horrible industrial contracts, where the pharmaceutical companies—helped by
WHO—sold vaccines that were not even properly tested! The minister pointed
to the fact that the test groups were extraordinary [sic] small—so small that
the adverse e�ects of the vaccines could not even be evaluated.”

“So the world learned that the pharmaceutical industry was running WHO!
Wow. So the industry itself declared the pandemic that forced all European
countries and many more to buy enormous amount of ine�ective and
dangerous medicines.”

Had Ventegodt’s recommendation of a “fundamental revision of the WHO-system”
been heeded at the time, the millions of lives lost to and incalculable harm caused by
the WHO’s abominable management of COVID—through lockdowns, through
hospicide, through unsafe and ine�ective injectable products, through the denial of
early-treatment protocols, through the refusal to recognize natural immunity, through
masking, through the losses of human rights, through poverty, through suicides,
through deaths of despair—could have been prevented.

If we fail to act on that exhortation again, we will continue to repeat these
annihilatory policies over and over and over again, only at signi�cantly greater scales
given the boundless tyrannical powers you are considering bestowing upon this
malfeasant organization.

In keeping with the autocratic approach demonstrated throughout the proposal
process, the public is being deprived of the opportunity to voice its concerns about
the amendments, and stakeholder communities have been given a mere twenty-four
hours to submit their comments.

Consequently, we must rely on you to decide in favor of the people and against an
organization captured by the pharmaceutical industry and pro�teering foundations.
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By sanctioning these amendments, you would be building your own concentration
camp—and if you think you will be exempt from this worldwide panopticon because
you’re a leader, you’re as naïve as the menticided Good Germans begging for
subjugation.

So� totalitarianism can harden as quickly as molten steel into a bullet.

The only way to prevent future atrocities is to dismantle the mechanisms that
facilitate them. Heroic trailblazers are already building a better way.

You have the historic privilege of being able to stop one-world tyranny.

Do you have the integrity, fortitude, and temerity to do so before it’s too late?

Reach into the deepest part of your being and discover your invincible summer:

“In the midst of winter, I found there was, within me, an invincible summer. And
that makes me happy. For it says that no matter how hard the world pushes against
me, within me, there’s something stronger—something better, pushing right back.”

—Albert Camus

© Margaret Anna Alice, LLC

If you feel my writing is worth supporting, please help me continue �ghting tyranny
and democide by subscribing, buying me co�ee, or making a one-time donation.

You Make This Work Possible!
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I cannot overstate how much your support means to me and how necessary it is for
me to continue devoting every possible second to unmasking totalitarianism and
awakening the sleeping before tyranny triumphs. THANK YOU, FRIENDS! 🙏🤗
🙌

I learned this morning that we have less than 24 hours to #StopTheAmendments.
[UPDATE: The period for written comments has been extended! We appear to have
until May 28, the last day of the World Health Assembly meeting, but it is best to
get your comments in before the meeting begins on May 22.] I raced to complete this
letter to submit as my public comment. You can send your own comment (please
include a link to this article to amplify this message) via the following avenues:

1. World Council for Health form: The WFH has provided a form you can use to
submit your letter. Look for Submit a Written Comment Regarding Agenda
Items and check the countdown timer to see the amount of time le�. The
template provided by WFH includes a statement saying, “I represent _____.”
This is because the comments are only open to stakeholder communities. This
includes health and advocacy groups. I have inserted World Council for Health
for myself. If you do not have a group that quali�es under the list of
stakeholder communities, you can probably use WFH since you are writing at
their prompting and using their form. If you are a supporting member, that
strengthens the case that you are representing them. Note: Several people
have indicated that they received an error a�er submitting their form, which
may be due to their spam �rewall. Make sure and compose your letter in a

#StopTheAmendments: Action Steps!
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separate document so you can copy and paste it elsewhere if this happens.
Follow Step #2 if it does.

2. Email your public comment to the following list (OGA.RSVP@hhs.gov being
the most important):

OGA.RSVP@hhs.gov; Brittany.Hayes@hhs.gov; Colin.Mci�@hhs.gov;
Emily.Bleimund@hhs.gov; Debo.Odegbile@hhs.gov;
Gabrielle.Lamourelle@hhs.gov; Gloria.Thomas@hhs.gov;
Jose.Fernandez@hhs.gov; Kendra.Smith@hhs.gov; Leandra.Olson@hhs.gov;
Loyce.Pace@hhs.gov; Maya.Levine@hhs.gov; Natalie.LaHood@hhs.gov;
Noila.Sorenson@hhs.gov; Peter.Schmeissner@hhs.gov;
Sarah.Emami@hhs.gov; Shuen.Chai@hhs.gov; Susan.Kim@hhs.gov;
Xavier.Becerra@hhs.gov; globalhealth@hhs.gov; uvv3@cdc.gov

3. Log your response (or a record that you submitted it) in the comments section
at the following post by James Roguski:

James Roguski

URGENT: Speak your mind NOW

Quick link to EVIDENCE: DontYouDare.INFO Quick link to ACTIVIST TOOLBOX:
StopTheWHO.com…

Read more

2 months ago · 50 likes · 73 comments · James Roguski

4. Email your senators and congressional representatives:

James Roguski113 73
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SEND THIS EMAIL TO CONGRESS

Quick link to EVIDENCE: DontYouDare.INFO Quick link to ACTIVIST TOOLBOX:
StopTheWHO.com…

Read more

2 months ago · 148 likes · 15 comments · James Roguski

5. Sign this Stop Vaxx Passports petition to #StopTheAmendments.

6. Sign the World Freedom Declaration to #StopTheAmendments prepared by
Leslie Manookian’s Health Freedom Defense Fund.

7. Sign this Stand for Health Freedom petitions to #StopTheTreaty and
#StopTheWHO.

8. Complete this Liberty Council form to #StopTheAmendments.

9. Complete this Children’s Health Defense form to #StopTheTreaty.

10. Complete Take Action for Freedom’s Stop WHO From Taking Over US Health
Policy form.

11. Tell your representatives to support HR 419: No Taxpayer Funding for the
World Health Organization Act!

12. Use this tool to contact your legislators and governor to demand the
nulli�cation of both the IHR amendments and the treaty.

13. Canadians can sign this petition from Leslyn Lewis to #StopTheTreaty.

14. Sign Interest of Justice’s Notice of Claim to Leave the WHO.

15. Follow Shabnam Palesa Mohamed’s instructions on how to contact the WHO’s
INB (Intergovernmental Governing Body) to record your opposition to their
decision to not host multiple rounds of public comments on the new
#PandemicAccord.
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16. UK citizens can sign this petition, “Do not sign any WHO Pandemic Treaty
unless it is approved via public referendum.” I frankly think it should be a full
stop a�er “Treaty,” but this is a step in the right direction, at least.

17. BONUS! Sign the petition to “Remove Tedros Ghebreyesus, head of W . H . O.
member of TPLF, guilty of crimes against humanity.”

See the following articles and links for additional information and action steps you
can take:

Take Back Power with Shabnam Palesa Mohamed

What the actual WHO is going on?

Imagine domestic violence survivors objecting to a piece of new or existing
legislation because they see that it is or that it can be harmful to them. Now
imagine the government of your country enforcing that legislation anyway,
because it stands to gain…

Read more

a month ago · 8 likes · 2 comments · Shabnam Palesa Mohamed

Interest of Justice

We knew The HHS & WHO were DOOMED to failure and would
not achieve the proposed IHR Amendments. Thank you for
sending 50,000+ Demands to Withdraw the Amendments. It
Worked!!!

Additional Resources
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Let that be a lesson, that when the people speak, the leaders [usually] have to
listen. Many people and even nations such as Africa spoke up for their
sovereignty to the Who, and as a result the proposed IHR amendments were
withdrawn as we knew they would be…

Read more

a month ago · 2 likes · Interest of Justice

James Roguski

PANDEMIC TREATY

Quick link to EVIDENCE: DontYouDare.INFO Quick link to ACTIVIST TOOLBOX:
StopTheWHO.com This is the first article in this series. Pandemic Treaty The
People’s Treaty Speaking Truth To Power WAKE UP and Smell the Burning of
Our Constitution Abolish the WHO…

Read more

3 months ago · 61 likes · 4 comments · James Roguski

A Better Way to Health with Dr Tess Lawrie

We told the WHO we don’t want its pandemic treaty – now what?

If the WHO thought it could quietly let its public participation process slip past
your attention, it was mistaken. (If you’re not sure what the pandemic treaty is
all about, you can read my post about it here.) As mentioned previously, the
WHO gave just five days for people to submit their views on its proposed
pandemic treaty. Despite the lack of notic…
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Read more

2 months ago · 312 likes · 49 comments · Dr Tess Lawrie, MBBCh, PhD 

Bailiwick News

On the relationship between the World Health Organization and
the US government.

Jeff Childers posted another excellent snark-fest today, including mention of
US-proposed amendments to the World Health Organization International
Health Regulations of 2005 and the global grassroots campaign to stop the
amendments, to protect US sovereignty…

Read more

2 months ago · 25 likes · 20 comments · Katherine Watt

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Letter to the WHO

Your suggestive question contains presuppositional framing that implies this
instrument is a foregone conclusion. I reject that premise. Here are my
demands, however, in a world where this tool exists: 1) Revert to the early 2009
definition of “pandemic…

Read more

3 months ago · 133 likes · 161 comments · Margaret Anna Alice
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View the #StopTheAmendments, #StopTheTreaty, & #StopTheWHO sections at the
end of these posts:

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Dialogue with a Curious Injectee

Something happened that I was beginning to think was as unlikely to occur as
Bigfoot soaring in on a pegasus, sliding down a rainbow, and distributing the
leprechauns’ gold stash to the 99 percent: a person who has been quadruple-
jabbed and believes in the safety and efficacy of the injectable gene therapy
product honestly asked me a question and engage…

Read more

2 months ago · 185 likes · 221 comments · Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Letter to the Menticided: A 12-Step Recovery Program

“Menticide is an old crime against the human mind and spirit but systematized
anew. It is an organized system of psychological intervention and judicial
perversion through which a powerful dictator can imprint his own opportunistic
thoughts upon the minds of those he plans to use and destroy…

Read more

2 months ago · 206 likes · 169 comments · Margaret Anna Alice
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O�Guardian’s Kit Knightly has been providing extensive coverage of the WHO’s
power play, as in this article about the treaty and his recent interview with James
Corbett, whose Corbett Report episode on the global pandemic treaty is also a must-
watch.

I encourage you to follow these Substacks to keep abreast of the latest news and
action alerts to #StopTheWHO:

A Better Way to Health with Dr Tess Lawrie
Sharing insights into my work and vision

By Dr Tess Lawrie, MBBCh, PhD 

shutterkitten@cox.net Subscribe

James Roguski
Exposing MDM (Mis-Information, Dis-Information and Mal-Information)

shutterkitten@cox.net Subscribe

Stay Apprised
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@ Subscribe

Take Back Power with Shabnam Palesa Mohamed
Lets look behind the curtain and take back our power. It starts with us.

shutterkitten@cox.net Subscribe

Interest of Justice
Reminding The Government of Their Required Duty Under The Private

International Law, and Establishing Procedures to Protect Human Rights.
interestofjustice.org

shutterkitten@cox.net Subscribe
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Bailiwick News
Gen-X Catholic writing about Covid-times law, geopolitics, philosophy and

theology.

By Katherine Watt

shutterkitten@cox.net Subscribe

Karen Bracken
A daily dose of facts and truth. It is up to us to do the job the MSM media

refuses to do.

shutterkitten@cox.net Subscribe

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass
Unmasking totalitarianism and awakening the sleeping before tyranny

triumphs by examining media narratives, propaganda, psychology, framing,
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philosophy, history, politics, language, literature, film, music, culture, and health
with a focus on COVID.

shutterkitten@cox.net Subscribe

Sign up for upcoming IPAK-EDU courses! See the announcement at the end of this
post for more details, and please use my a�liate link (MAA1IPAK) to register for any
courses you decide to take.

IPAK-EDU
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If you feel the work I am doing is worthwhile and want to make it possible for me to spend
more time writing and researching in my aim to unmask totalitarianism and awaken the
sleeping before tyranny triumphs, please consider supporting me, whether it be by
subscribing, donating, buying me a co�ee, or sharing my posts. I thank you for reading,
thinking, sharing, and supporting my work in whichever ways you choose.
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Prefer to donate crypto? You can send Bitcoin using the following code:

bc1ql706rr7vj7c7nzxnqfp9rldw8ddfc20f492jk0

Since crypto transfers are anonymized, I won’t know about your donation. Please drop me an
email by responding to any of my newsletters if you’d like to alert me to your generous gi�.

Remember, a subscription to Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass makes
for an intellectually adventurous gi� down the rabbit-hole!
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Note: Purchasing any items using Amazon a�liate links included in my content will further
support my e�orts to unmask tyranny.

Like Comment Share 113 likes

73 Comments

Write a comment…

5 replies by Margaret Anna Alice and others

May 12Margaret Anna Alice · edited May 26 Pinned

At the time of publishing, there are 6 HOURS left to submit written comments to
#StopTheAmendments! Please see the instructions after my letter and feel free to include
a link to this in your own public comment. THANKS, TEAM! 🙌

👇👇👇👇👇

UPDATE: The period for written comments is currently open-ended. See this link to submit
your comments before the window closes!

https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/campaigns/stop-the-who/2022/05/24-hours-left-
comment-at-the-stakeholder-listening-session-for-75th-world-health-assembly/74090/

12 Reply Collapse

Writes May 12ColleenHuberNMD The Defeat Of COVID Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I am submitting right now:

Dear HHS Office of Global Affairs administrator,113 73
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71 more comments…

1 reply by Margaret Anna Alice

I represent World Council For Health, and I am delivering to you the following Legal
Notice.

The WHO intends to amend 13 articles of the International Health Regulations.

Be advised that there is no entity in the United States, neither the President, nor any of the
executive branch, nor our Congress, nor our judiciary that has any authority to enter into
such an agreement, even though on January 18th 2022, the United States Department of
Health and Human Services proposed amendments to the IHR. If these amendments had
any legal validity, these amendments would give control over the declaration of a public
health emergency in any member state to the WHO Director-General – even over the
objection of the member state.

The reason that any such attempt to amend the IHR as above is null and void is that the
provisions to be voted on are in conflict with the US Constitution, and therefore have no
validity in the United States.

The vote that you propose is meaningless and without legal effect and therefore, should
be cancelled.

20 Reply Give gift Collapse
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